Subject:- Review of the result of JE LICE held on 28-01-2018 and providing full marks for each wrong/out of syllabus questions.

Respected Madam,

We received several representations and letters from our union branches through which it has been noticed that the questions of JE(Erst while TTA) LICE was not at par the standard prescribed for the eligibility to appear in the examination. The educational qualification is prescribed 10+2 for the said examination, but after going through the question paper it seems that the questions have been selected of much higher standard. The feeder Cadre is field staff like TT(TM) and they have not acquainted with the higher technological education but the most of the questions are of the level of B. Tech standard.

We append below some questions I.D. which are out of syllabus, all options of answers are wrong, we request to kindly depute an expert committee to review the question paper at earliest and arrange to provide full marks to wrong/out of syllabus questions.

Paper I & II

QID – 4 – Hysteresis lose can be reduced by one of the following.
QID-11- The impedance in the study of electronics is represented by resistance and___
QID-13-The Temperature rise of a transformer is directly proportional to_______
QID-27-A p-n junction diode has________
QID-31-Leak type bias is used in plate modulated class C amplifier to________
QID-33-In case of frequency modulation, modulating voltage remains constant if the modulating frequency is lowered, then amplitude of distant sidebands.
QID-29-At very high temperatures the extrinsic semiconductors become intrinsic because_______
QID-34-In an FM receiver, amplitude limiter.
QID-37-The modulation techniques used to convert analog signal into digital signal.
QID-42-Which of the following is a storage device.
QID-44-MICR stands for.
QID-48-Which of the following produces the best quality graphics reproduction?.
QID-49-A physical connection between the microprocessor memory and other parts of the microcomputer is known as.
QID-54-During creation, relationship between a free (unassigned) directory number and a free Equipment Number is established.
QID-66-Two components responsible for deterioration of the performance of a cable are the _________ of the wires.
QID-67-Duration is not a field in the CDR.
QID-71-The facilities may be registered only at the time of creation.
QID-78-There is absolutely no break in the DC power supply in ______ scheme.
QID-79-Contrex facility is not possible for digital subscribers.
QID-81-How to measure the temperature in a VRLA cell?.
QID-85-A telecom network may be considered as a system consisting of _______ interacting subsystems.
QID-92-The secondary battery can be utilised in _______ way.
QID-95-In the display of trunk group__________ is one of the characteristics displayed.
QID-96-The resistance of Earth Electrode shall not be more than _______.
QID-97-Signalling interface is one of the basic block of SPC Exchange.
QID-100-The calls made to the ________ are charged at a higher rate than the normal calls.

The following questions having all the options are wrong
QID-41-Which is not a computer classification – The answer is wrong.
QID-46-Which operation is not performed by computer?.
QID-47-ACSII stands for – Answer is wrong.
QID-50-A computer consists of – Answer is wrong.

We feel that some more questions may be wrong and out of syllabus.
Besides, the above questions are much hard and even beyond the understanding of an employee having 10+2 qualification, hence it is our earnest request to kindly arrange review and provide full marks for each discrepancy.

We will feel obliged if the needful may kindly be done at earliest in the matter.

With deepest regards,

Smt. Sujata T. Ray
Director (HR)
BSNL, C.O.
New Delhi.

Yours sincerely,

(Chandeshwar Singh)
General Secretary